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i-'ethods of speedia

up division maniul.tions are knowne

The proposed method of executing dividir-3 operations without restoring the

balance in dif.tal c=Zutcrs is disti•ncuish2d by the fact that to ccabine the deductions w;it'i diz-lrJcement of the divisor, the divisor is written in an annular sliding
reCister, und to analyze tht shiftin• zi.n of tli

balance is usei a computing device

ccntrolled by a cadence countere
The dýscribeoi method is realized by a functional arran

.nt,-uhown in dr3winge.

In the (n'l)-anuular dischurce register 1 is aituated the divibor wLich slides
over a chanel to the right. In the (nil) - discharge suzmater 2 is the dividend
(balances). The circuit of the annular transfer is switched over from auxiliary (nil)
of discharge 3 of sw.nator to the Il-nd discharge*
In
"•

the annular register 4 are recorded the dischArges of the•

quotient... . The

sliden over the ring to the left* In schemtio 5 the sign of the

'

a

is formed

The nature of the described method rests on the folloAings the addition (sub
traction) is realized in (nL+)

- with the discharge annular suzwtcr, end right shift

of the divisor - in (n*l) with the annular discharge register l

It ic indifferent

hor the m=bow is situated in the annular su='toro and the rieht shift of the divisor
lose in which of its discharges is situated the older discharge of the current balboa,

7ii

i HIIII i

in the dizchar~e of the su:ator0preee.i'•

In addition, when subtracting (adding)

the older disc~Arge of the current balcnce, in situated the cien of this balance*
Consequently,

if

the dischez-re of the su.natouprecedin.

the older

uiovnC discharge

then ;ossible to control the opera.

of the current balance should be analyzed* It

is

tion of dividing analogous to the algorhythm

of the method of executing division

without restoring the bal3nce. For this (to antlyze the mroiag sian of the balance)
is used a co:puting dcTice

6, controlled by the cadence counter 79

The laws of dividizng are oidinarys if
is

the result sign of the preceding operation

positiveothen in the quotient resister Is vritten "1l as the alternate di.-charge
the sign of the result

of the quotient* From the balance is deducted the divisor* If

then into the quotient resister is written 0O0

of preceding operation i3 ne•at•ive,

as the 3iternate discharge of the quotient, and the divisor is added to the balance.
In this way, the d scribed method allows without loqs in accuracy to comabine addiand it

tion with displacement by analyzing the moving si•. discharge

7y find aj;pli-

cation when realizing division operations in digital c¢mputers.
Object of Invention.
r'ethod of di7iding without restoring the balance in dicital conputersocharaeterized by the fact that for the purpose of cobining subtraction (addition) with the
displacement oa the divisor, the divisor

is written into the annular moving reeister, and

to analyze the moving sign of the balance is

used a computing device controlled by a

cadence counter.*
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